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MS. SA VANYU: Mr. Belluck and members 

of the Commission, this is the oral argument in the 

Matter of Leticia D. Astacio, a Judge of the 

Rochester City Court. Mr. Postel is appearing for 

the Commission. Mr. Julian is appearing for the 

respondent. 

MR. BELLUCK: Thank you. Good morning, 

Mr. Postel and Mr. Julian. This is the matter of 

Leticia Astacio. This is the oral argument with 

respect to the referee's report, a determination of 

whether misconduct has occurred and if so, what is 

the appropriate sanction. 

Counsel will each have 30 minutes for their 

argument. Counsel for the Commission may reserve 

a portion of his time for rebuttal. After the initial 

presentations, the judge may, if she wishes, make a 

presentation to the Commission not to exceed ten 

minutes. Counsel for respondent may reserve time 

to speak after the respondent does, but prior to the 

rebuttal. The judge and counsel are subject to 

questioning by the Commission at any time during 

their presentation. Counsel are advised that the 

argument should be confined to the record. Any 

statements outside the record will be disregarded. I 

know both of you are experienced in presenting 
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before the Commission, but just as a reminder, there 

are lights on the bench to indicate your time. The 

green light means that you may continue to speak. 

The blinking green light means that there are two 

minutes left. The yellow light means that there is 

one minute left and the red light is an indication to 

stop. We would like to remind people to please tum 

off their cellphones and electronic devices as this 

may interfere with the recording of the proceeding. 

Mr. Postel, are you ready to proceed? 

MR. POSTEL: I am, Mr. Belluck. 

MR. BELLUCK: Thank you. 

MR. POSTEL: Mr. Belluck, members of the 

Commission, I would like to reserve ten minutes, 

please. 

As the referee found, respondent was convicted 

of the crime of Driving While Intoxicated after 

crashing her automobile on the expressway in 

Rochester, New York. Three months later she was 

convicted of violating her criminal sentence by 

attempting to start her car when she was drunk. Eight 

months after that, respondent was convicted of 

violating her sentence a second time for willfully 

disregarding the judge's order to obtain an alcohol 

report or appear in court. As a consequence of that 
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second violation, the judge sentenced her, following a 

hearing at which she testified, to 60 days in jail and 

three years' probation. 

Respondent's misconduct was not limited to 

her off the bench activities. The referee sustained all 

five allegations regarding her on the bench conduct, 

including disparaging an alleged sex crime victim by 

laughing at defense counsel's demeaning description 

of her and indicating to police, who were dealing with 

a recalcitrant defendant they were transporting to 

court, that they might consider tasing, shooting, billy

clubbing, punching and whooping the defendant to get 

her to court. 

In determining the appropriate sanction, the 

Commission should consider that respondent's 

misconduct on February 13, 2016, was itself sufficient 

for removal. As established by the Commission in the 

line of cases extending back 3 7 years, sanction is 

dependent upon the presence or absence of 

aggravating factors. Here, respondent's conduct 

included four compelling factors consistent with what 

the Commission has found as exacerbating as to 

sanction. First, respondent's drunken driving resulted 

in a crashing a vehicle on the expressway, a crash that 

she was not even aware of. As to that crash, I would 
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direct your attention to Commission Exhibit 7 and 8, 

which show the extent of that crash. Second, 

respondent was repeatedly hostile, profane and 

evasive in responding to the police investigation and 

process. Third, as found by the referee, respondent, 

when at the police station, asserted her office to 

advance her private interests in connection with the 

arrest saying, "Please don't do this," "I have 

arraignments" and "I have court right now." This was 

an attempt to avoid the full consequences of her 

wrongdoing. Perhaps most significant, to this day 

notwithstanding the fact that respondent had a trial on 

the charge and her full day in court as found by the 

referee and that her conviction was upheld on appeal, 

respondent in her papers before you today has still not 

accepted responsibility for that misconduct or 

recognized that what she did was a crime, much less 

wrong. Respondent's knowing, repeated and 

notorious misconduct displayed her disregard for 

public safety, her disdain for the rule of law and the 

order of the courts and her cavalier attitude towards 

demeaning defendants in court. 

MR. BELLUCK: Mr. Postel, can I ask you a 

question? Do you - could you tell me what the 

Commission's position is as to where the judge was 
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going at the time of the accident? 

MR. POSTEL: Yes, I think it's undisputed. 

She was on her way to the YMCA to attend a fitness 

class. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. So, with respect to 

the referee's finding that she did not assert her office 

at the scene or when she made the comment that she 

was headed to court, is it the Commission's position 

that that was a false statement? 

MR. POSTEL: It's the Commission's position 

that at the time, and it was alleged in the Formal 

Written Complaint, that she was asserting her office. 

But the referee found it not to be an assertion but 

rather a simple response to the officer's question. 

MR. BELLUCK: I understand what the referee 

found. I guess what my question to you is, is if she 

was in fact not headed to court but was headed to the 

Y. 

MR. POSTEL: It was clearly an inaccurate 

statement. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. POSTEL: Her failure to accept 

responsibility for her misconduct, considering the 

complete record before you, should lead you to 

conclude that respondent has irretrievably 
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compromised public confidence in the judiciary and 

that you can have no confidence in returning her to 
' the bench. Respondent's actions have shown her to 

be unfit for judicial office. Thank you. 

MR. BELLUCK: Mr. Postel, before you sit 

down could I just ask you one other question? Do you 

agree that her condition is a mild alcohol disorder? 

MR. POSTEL: I would agree that as found by 

the second or third review in November 2016, 

following her order by the court to go to treatment 

following her first conditional discharge violation, 

that they found mild alcohol abuse at that time 

consistent with her response to her condition which, 

as she has testified to, was on weekends to imbibe to 

excess. Beyond that, I don't believe we can draw any 

conclusions. 

MR. BELLUCK: And there is no evidence in 

the record that as far as the Commission could point 

to that she's been diagnosed with alcoholism? Is that 

correct? 

MR. POSTEL: We have no record of there 

being any disease which offers any mitigation. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. STOLOFF: Mr. Postel, in the record 

though, she does have a diagnosis from her 
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psychologist of depression and anxiety. Correct? 

MR. POSTEL: Well, I think anxiety, yes, and 

as to depression, I think you have to be very careful 

and selective as to how you look at that. She's been 

evaluated by multiple experts, much of it, almost all 

of it is in the record by doctors, I think, and the 

discussion has been about depressed mood, sadness, 

depressed. No finding of clinical depression. 

Understanding that and the consequence of that, I 

think you should first look at the first evaluation that 

she had almost immediately after the accident which 

found no mental health issues. It's fairly clear from 

the testimony and from the reports that what has 

produced her concern and her sadness has been the 

consequence of media attention following the 

allegations of misconduct which, as she has testified 

to extensively in the hearing, brought media attention 

to her and that prompted her to be unhappy and sad 

and feel depressed. But I think if you look at Matter 

of Restaino, Court of Appeals, that cannot be 

considered an excuse. 

JUDGE LEACH: What about V ? It 

seemed we're concerned about Judge Astacio 

undermining the defendant's presumption of 

innocence but she did preface her remarks by saying, 
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"I am not saying you are guilty of anything. I am not 

saying you did anything wrong here," and then began 

to lecture the young person. Do you believe that 

charge has been properly sustained? 

MR. POSTEL: I do. I don't think that when 

you are talking to a 16-year old defendant in court that 

a comment asking him about whether or not he was 

sent to school to sell drugs is an appropriate comment 

and he could very well have responded in a way that 

constituted an admission. The referee considered the 

totality of what was involved that day including 

respondent's comments to the defendant's mother 

who was nearby and found that it did create the 

impression of bias. Just the impression of bias is 

wrong. 

JUDGE LEACH: Do you believe that it -

found that it could have given the impression? 

MR. POSTEL: Right. 

JUDGE LEACH: Thank you. 

MR. POSTEL: Thank you. 

MR. BELLUCK: Thank you. Mr. Julian? 

MR. JULIAN: May it please the Commission, 

I would like to reserve ten minutes after the 

conclusion of the judge's ten minutes. 

It is a privilege to appear here again in front of 
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you. The judge and I have great respect for the work 

that this body does, its importance and significance as 

it pertains to the preservation of the integrity of our 

justice system. We also want to acknowledge the 

professionalism of Mr. Postel and Mr. Duguay and 

their office who have accorded to the judge and to 

myself every courtesy while still engaging in zealous 

advocacy. We have acknowledged in our papers and 

taken responsibility for a number of the charges 

herein. And while I congratulate and commemorate 

Mr. Postel for his courtesies and his advocacy, I think 

the remedy that is being sought is excessive and 

unfair. I do want to address though several of the 

questions that were posed before I try to get some sort 

of a frame of reference in terms of the case. 

Mr. Chair, your question where was she going 

is a nuanced question in the record and that morning 

she had two destinations. Her plan was to work out, 

which was in one direction in Rochester, Greater 

Rochester, and then go from the workout to City 

Court, which was in the other direction. When she 

had her accident, her workout class was scheduled at 

8:00 in the morning. She was to be in Rochester City 

Court at 9:30 in the morning. So by the time the 

police, the state trooper, and I think this is undisputed 
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in the record, by the time the state trooper presented at 

the side of her car, it was approximately 8:00 in the 

morning. Her car had been on the road and disabled 

for a period of time. She had called a friend of hers 

who is also an attorney, Christian Catalano, and asked 

for help in changing the tire. And Mr. Catalano was 

on his way. The trooper arrives. At that point, Judge 

Astacio testified that her plan had changed. She 

obviously was not going to the 8:00 workout class. 

So her new destination would be City Court at 9:30. 

The second question has to do with her 

diagnosis and I would respectfully direct the 

Commission to Exhibit B. The clinician who saw her, 

as I read the exhibit, found that she had a mild alcohol 

use disorder. I cannot remember the clinician's name. 

I apologize. 

MR. POSTEL: Hospers. 

MR. JULIAN: Thank you. So let's talk about 

this for a minute because I have obviously read your 

jurisprudence. I have read what you have decided. I 

am mindful of the Chair's dissent in Maney, and let 

me say to you I think there are some distinguishing 

factors in this case. Unlike Mills or Maney, Judge 

Astacio is not walking out of a social event and 

starting her car and driving away. She had consumed 
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alcohol late the evening before. She acknowledged 

that. We attempt to, you know - those of you who 

look at criminal appeals must be driven mad by the 

notion of how many drinks do you have and don't 

have the actual size of the drink. So what we 

attempted to do at the hearing is lay out for the 

hearing officer the amount of consumption in terms of 

a wine bottle and it was half a wine bottle. Whether 

she should have probably been driving or not properly 

driving, I think the other factor that has to be taken 

into consideration in this case is the fact that 

inexplicably from the trooper's perspective, we can 

explain it from our perspective, inexplicably, she was 

in the back seat of that trooper vehicle for one hour 

and 30 minutes. That would be about as long as this 

proceeding. One hour and 30 minutes. And frankly 

the trooper's testimony is all over the lot but he 

testified that he did not know she was a judge until 

they arrived at the trooper station. 

MR. STOLOFF: Mr. Julian? 

MR. JULIAN: Yes? 

MR. STOLOFF: I understand your argument. 

But what concerns me a little bit or more than a little 

bit is not refusal to take the blood alcohol test, it may 

or may not be admissible in evidence because of 
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timing and argument when she was in custody, when 

she was arrested, but had she taken that blood alcohol 

test, it may have ended up establishing, at least at that 

point in time, that she had no alcohol remaining in her 

blood at that point in time. It would have been .05, it 

could have been .02, it could have been zero 

considering had she stopped drinking at 11 or 12:00 at 

night and having done D Wis, by that time she may 

have come back with a negative result. 

MR. JULIAN: Well, I am sure that Judge 

Astacio, in retrospect, would agree with that. But it's 

like every human experience. I have never spent an 

hour and a half in the back seat of a New York State 

Trooper's vehicle, fortunately. And I can tell you 

from our perspective, what went on there was 

continuous questioning, demeaning conversation on 

the part of the trooper. They take her to the trooper 

barracks and the sergeant in charge, he was elevated 

to captain, they keep changing his rank -

MR. BELLUCK: - Judge, you can go ahead if 

you have a question. 

JUDGE MAZZARELLI: Yes. Correct me ifI 

am wrong but with respect to the Driving While 

Intoxicated, aren't we beyond this point? 

MR. JULIAN: Yes. Sure. 
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JUDGE MAZZARELLI: We have a guilty -

MR. JULIAN: - Yes -

JUDGE MAZZARELLI: - We have a 

conviction beyond a reasonable doubt. 

MR. JULIAN: Yes. 

JUDGE MAZZARELLI: So, I mean, while I 

appreciate these factors, I am a little concerned about 

why you are focusing on it. 

MR. JULIAN: Well, because I - thank you, 

Judge, and that helps me make my argument more to 

the point. The issue is, Mr. Stoloff raised the question 

well, why didn't we take the test and I think the issue 

also is what went on at the station and was the judge 

belligerent and as Mr. Postel characterized it and what 

I was attempting to explain is that this was a very 

dynamic process. Held in a police barrack for an hour 

and a half, walked to the station -

JUDGE LEACH: - Excuse me, Mr. Julian. 

Are you asking this body to conclude that your client, 

although convicted, it was affirmed, violated the CD, 

pied guilty on that and was ultimately then 

resentenced after returning from Thailand because of 

the second violation of the conditional discharge, are 

you suggesting that we should not, this body should 

not conclude that she was driving while intoxicated? 
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You're not? 

MR. JULIAN: I am saying that the entire, to 

Judge Mazzarelli's point as well, I am saying, and Mr. 

Stoloff, I am saying the entirety of it needs to be 

looked at as a mitigating factor because let us not 

forget the heart of the accusation here is not just that 

she was driving under the influence of alcohol, but her 

conduct toward the police officer and did she seek the 

advantage of her office. And respectfully, if you are 

in the back seat of the police car at 8:00 in the 

morning and you know you have to do arraignments 

and there is going to be a courtroom full of people at 

9:30 in the morning, wouldn't that prompt someone to 

ask, who is in the back seat of a police car, to ask may 

I make a phone call to the court, that I have this 

obligation and duty? And what I would say and I 

wouldn't, sir, is I think she had an obligation, 

certainly at the trooper barracks to identify herself as 

having this obligation to be at the court and/or make a 

call. 

MR. STOLOFF: Mr. Julian, though, what time 

did her attorney arrive at the scene? 

MR. JULIAN: Her attorney, not clear from the 

record, but somewhere between 8 and 8:30. 

MR. STOLOFF: And he was given the 
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opportunity to talk to the judge? 

MR.JULIAN: Hewas. 

MR. STOLOFF: And he could have made the 

phone call for her. 

MR. JULIAN: It's actually not that easy. It's 

a Saturday so there's an internal number. The judge, 

the judge's phone was in her car and the judge was in 

the back seat of the trooper car. So, it's -you cannot 

just call Rochester City Court on a Saturday morning. 

JUDGE FALK: Yes, a question. Sir, to me the 

issue is, Mr. Postel is recommending a removal and 

you are saying censure. If we boil down to you the 

facts that I think are not in dispute and Judge Astacio 

is an on-call, City Court Judge on February 13, she 

concedes she consumed alcohol prior to her arrest, she 

had Saturday arraignments on this day and during the 

A.M. she's found on the side on the road in a 

damaged vehicle. She calls her friend and she falls 

asleep in the interim. In her dealing with the New 

York State police, the two who come, the one with the 

statement, "I'm afraid you are going to shoot me" and 

the one where the trooper shows up with the PBT at 

about 9:00 and says, with the expletive, "He doesn't 

have to do this." So if I talk about those two 

comments only, that we have a verdict for DWI and 
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affirmed on appeal, when she's sentenced the IID is 

placed on the vehicle and then she admits then the 

October 3rd date, positive IID blow of .078 where she 

says she was drunk, I think it's been proved that she 

wasn't truthful with the Commission when she 

advised she didn't consume alcohol the day before the 

arrest. And then we have People v Thomas matter, 

where she arraigned the former client, we have the 

L  matter in which we have the statements about 

punching, tasing and shooting a defendant, and then 

we have the W  matter about the inappropriate 

conduct, the inappropriate comments. So if you take 

all those as being facts that are not disputed, how does 

this Commission justify going with a censure as 

opposed to removal? 

MR. JULIAN: Sure. 

MR. FALK: Long question. I apologize. 

MR. JULIAN: I am sorry? 

MR. FALK: Long question. 

MR. JULIAN: No. But a very good one and 

not only anticipated. I think if you look at your 

jurisprudence, you, just, legal scholar I am not, I just 

do the best I can, but it seems as though people who 

are removed from office have either abused their 

office for gain, recurrently failed to apply the law 
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appropriately, demonstrated a deep-seated prejudice 

for ethnic groups or have recurrent chronic 

inappropriate behavior. Now, Judge Falk, some of the 

undisputed events that occurred were in the first 3 0 

days of her judgeship. She didn't exactly get a 

honeymoon period at Rochester City Court. But if 

you look at the cases cited by Commission counsel, 

Cohen, for example, was removed because he abused 

his office for gain. He was referring and attending to 

a bank that he had a favorable relationship with. 

Esworthy did not follow any of the fundamentals of 

due process, made on at least two occasions very 

inappropriate, voluntary, damaging remarks about 

people of color. VonderHeide was not only unable to 

follow due process or the law but also was a - sat on 

two cases in which he was a witness. Duckman, not 

cited, a litany of problems and issues including but 

not limited to a demonstrable prejudice toward the 

prosecution. Quinn, an alcohol case, Judge Quinn 

was given a - I can't recall if it was an admonition or 

a censure for his alcohol abusive behavior and then 

the next time around his conduct at the time of arrest 

included offering to pay off the police officers, 

urinating on the police car, I mean, I could go on.· 

These are the removals. 
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In this case, I respectfully submit to you that 

the circumstance that surrounded the DWI is quite 

different from others. Maney, who kept his office 

notwithstanding a dissent from the Chair, was arrested 

and brought to the station in 30 minutes. 

MR. HARDING: Mr. Julian, I am just going 

to jump in on here and I know that time kind of 

sneaks away and I am just sitting here and I'm kind of 

hoping that there, maybe you'll get a good chance to 

get to the point that we have got this four of these 

charges involve alcohol, right, so she's, in my 

impression on reading this is that's a struggle. It's a 

struggle for her. But I look and I see that, you know, 

the judge's position is that the DWI was not proven. 

It's not until things are proven really that she takes 

some responsibility with this. But I look at really four 

out of the six and I am less concerned with what she 

said and did if she's under the influence. I mean, it all 

kind of goes in the same package, right? With alcohol 

you are going to say and do things that you wouldn't 

say or do or think and so I kind of look at those in a 

summary. But those four incidents, you know, she 

looks, it looks like she just has not taken 

responsibility. It looks like she's just almost her 

worst enemy. But is that really just, are we looking at 
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one problem that keeps resurfacing through the course 

of this? 

MR. JULIAN: Well, if you are to believe the 

Exhibit B, I think the answer would be yes. 

Additionally, I do want to say because Judge Falk's 

question was so comprehensive that if you look at 

certain of the other cases that you have decided and I 

would point you to the case of Judge Dixon, who is a 

colleague of Judge Astacio's on the Rochester City 

Court. In that case the judge with regard to her own 

case contacted the Supreme Court Judge handling, 

presiding over her personal injury case twice and she 

received a censure. And I submit to you that my 

client's failures, many of which she has 

acknowledged and let's give some credit for that, that 

we have acknowledged a number of these charges and 

that we would do things differently in retrospect, I just 

don't think the whole package rises to the level of 

Dixon. 

JUDGE LEACH: You know to some extent 

where you have - I am very concerned about the 

judge's credibility. Where a judge in the court who 

issues a conditional discharge sentences, at some 

point it indicated that she, while something may not 

have been mentioned during the proceeding, that she 
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never read the conditional discharge sentence 

obligations to which she had to adhere. Is that Judge 

Astacio's position, that she was not aware of the 

contents of the order which prescribes certain 

behavior for the next year? 

MR. JULIAN: Judge Leach, she is going to 

speak to you and will address that directly. As I 

understand her position, she received the conditional 

discharge, she apologized to the judge that she had not 

read it carefully. She did not understand that she 

could not consume alcohol. She pied to the charge. 

She wasn't going, she was simply stating that she had 

not carefully read the document. 

JUDGE LEACH: I also was concerned about 

the appearance that her travel to Thailand within two 

days of the blow by an unidentified person

concerned that looks as though she was fleeing the 

jurisdiction, having had two instances of violations of 

her conditional discharge sentence. One, where they 

extended the ignition interlock device, one, for six 

months. And then this second event, with this 

violation. 

MR. JULIAN: Judge, the facts I believe are 

that she did not know about that second blow at the 

time she left for Thailand. 
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MR. STOLOFF: What does that mean? It 

means if she did - explain to me, if someone blows 

into the interlock device and the car doesn't start, isn't 

that basically notification that there is an issue? 

MR. JULIAN: Yes. The car was not 

exclusively used by her. 

MR. STOLOFF: Okay. Who else would have 

the availability? 

MR. JULIAN: Her daughter. Any other 

questions? My time is up. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. Thank you, Mr. 

Julian. 

MR. RASKIN: No, actually-

MR. BELLUCK: - Oh wait, do you have a 

question? 

MR. RASKIN: Mr. Julian, I appreciate your 

response to the prior question. But I am troubled by 

the fact that although only 28 days on the bench, 

Judge Astacio was a prosecutor for a number of years 

and an active defense practitioner for a number of 

years and would normally by virtue of that practice 

have experience with conditional discharges, know 

what they say especially with DWI cases. And that 

she's only on the bench for 28 days is a worthy point, 

but given her experience in this field, it seems, I 
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would be hard pressed to acknowledge an oversight 

and not seeing something as crucial as no alcohol 

given this is a DWI. 

MR. JULIAN: She will speak to you. I am not 

deferring the question, but let me say I don't know 

about those of you who practice law but sometimes 

when I think I have screwed up, I have trouble reading 

the papers and frequently have to have other people to 

do it for me. So, I can't speak for the judge. I have 

obviously talked to the judge at length about it. I 

think she will tell you that is her DNA also. It doesn't 

make it good. It doesn't make it right. It is what it is. 

MR. RASKIN: Thank you. 

MR. JULIAN: Thank you. 

MR. BELLUCK: Judge, are you going to 

address us? 

JUDGEASTACIO: Yes. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I have a full prepared 

statement for you guys. But for the most part I just 

want to thank everybody for the time and attention 

that you are taking to be here. I know that this is a pro 

bono thing and I have been in practice long enough to 

know that sometimes that's very difficult to take on. 

And so I appreciate your time and effort. I want to 
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apologize for being here in the first place and while I 

am making apologies, I will apologize in advance 

because I am fairly certain that I am going to cry and I 

am sorry. I have been trying to get it together but I 

can't because I am mortified at being before you. I 

also want to thank Mr. Postel. I think he's made it his 

personal mission to make me dislike him throughout 

the pending of this action. He has not succeeded. I 

think he's done a wonderful job and I think he's done 

an outstanding job in spite of his recommendation. I 

have a lot to say but my impression is that you guys 

have a lot of questions and I would rather you get 

your answers than me tell you what I prepared. So -

MR. HARDING: - Well, maybe a question I 

asked your attorney I should have asked you. You 

know, again, I look at this, these events, these four out 

of six of them and they have related to sort of I view 

as alcohol abuse, alcohol, you know, kind of having a 

factor in these. Where are you with all that and if you 

could just kind of share your position on that and 

maybe even comment on the DWI as not proven, that 

comment that you made in your testimony. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I understand the desire for 

people to accept accountability for their actions and I 

certainly will be doing that as well. I can't stand here 
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before you and tell you honestly that I am under the 

opinion that I was intoxicated on that day. I wouldn't 

have gotten in my car and driven. I wouldn't have 

gone to a weight lifting class to lift barbells over my 

head. I wouldn't have done any of those things. I 

was on call, meaning every arrest in the City of 

Rochester, every time that a police officer wants to 

ask you for a search warrant, they call me in the 

middle of the night, whenever they want to and I have 

to open my door. I have to review warrant 

applications. I have to be prepared to make those 

decisions irrespective of the time or the day. So I 

can't tell you that it's my belief that I was intoxicated. 

I was convicted. That's undisputed. I-

MR. HARDING: - So at that time would be a 

great time to hang up, even casual, if you were a 

casual drinker and it wasn't a huge part of your life. 

You've got this conviction whether you believe it or 

not, right, you had it. You got this crazy thing on 

your car where it doesn't start until you blow in and 

you know what they are because you've watched 

people go through that, but yet we kind of saw this 

pattern continue. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I would argue at least a 

pattern to start but it's irrelevant because you are 
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right. I, after I was convicted and I have had difficult 

periods in my life, but that was by far the lowest, 

darkest, most humiliating thing that had ever 

happened to me in my entire life. So, you know, 

everybody talks about the conditional discharge. 

Well, I just, I want to be clear this is not just a 

conditional discharge. This was a triplicate form that 

one particular Rochester City Court judge used to 

assist him in sentencing people to a conditional 

discharge. When you get a DWI conviction, you are 

sentenced to the minimums, typically. Which is what 

I understand myself to be sentenced to and I know the 

minimums by heart. I had already obtained the drug 

and alcohol evaluation that said I didn't need 

treatment. So to address drinking after the fact didn't 

make sense. It's not a part of the minimums. It 

doesn't matter because it was a part of my sentence. 

And I am telling you all now and Mr. Julian will 

probably be angry with me as a result, but even if I 

had read the terms of my conditional discharge, which 

I should have and I did not, I was not mentally at a 

place to deal with my life right then. And I am sorry 

and I am ashamed to admit that but I wasn't, I 

couldn't cope, I couldn't handle the feelings that I felt 

and if you just think for one second about the 
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possibility that maybe I wasn't drunk and I didn't plan 

on this conviction and then I was convicted and then it 

was news and then this joyous occasion that had just 

occurred where I was the youngest judge and the first 

Hispanic judge and everything I have been so proud 

of was destroyed. 

MR. BELLUCK: But your position before the 

Commission, which I think is what Mr. Harding is 

asking about, is that you are not an alcoholic. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: No, I -

MR. BELLUCK: - Correct? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: No, well, I don't believe 

that I am. I-

MR. BELLUCK: - Okay, so the question is all 

of this behavior subsequent to the DWI and the 

conviction can't be explained away by the fact that 

you have some disease or compulsion that is - has 

caused you to act in a way that you have, and in other 

cases that we have had before us the judges have 

come before us and acknowledged that they have a 

disease or, of alcoholism and acknowledged that they 

needed treatments and you are not saying that to us. 

So, to ask us to put into context this behavior of 

drinking after the DWI, it doesn't ring true to me 

because, you know, every single thing that happens to 
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you in your life, there is some explanation for it. And, 

frankly, you know, I don't even think you are sincere 

when you just come before this Commission and say 

that you respect this Commission or Mr. Postel. I 

don't. And I think for you to say that is not true. And 

I have a big problem with your veracity in making 

those comments to us. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I am sorry you feel that 

way. I don't know what your question is. But that's 

not - I can only speak to you from my heart, Mr. 

Belluck. And I am sorry if you don't hear what I am 

saymg. 

MR. BELLUCK: Well, you started this by 

saying that you have respect for Mr. Postel and that he 

hasn't made you upset with him and that you have 

respect for us but you've also made comments in 

public that you are not going to take any shit from the 

Judicial Conduct Commission and that's recent. And 

I don't understand how you can come before this 

Commission and tell the Commission that you have a 

level of respect for us and you appreciate our work 

and you are not upset with Mr. Postel and also be 

making those comments. 

MR. JULIAN: Can I be heard on that? 

MR. BELLUCK: Yes. Sure. 
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MR. JULIAN: Is that on the record? 

MR. BELLUCK: It's not on the record, but I 

think she opened the door to it by invoking some type 

of respect or comment or view that she has for this 

Commission. 

MR. JULIAN: And Mr. Chair, that's your 

ruling that she opened the door? 

MR. BELLUCK: I do believe she opened the 

door to that. 

MR. JULIAN: Thank you, sir. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I am not sure what 

comment you are referring to. I don't personally 

recall ever speaking about Judicial Commission. I 

think that I have had some issues with my own 

personal administrative judge and if that's how you 

interpret what I commented about him then I 

apologize. 

MR. JULIAN: Well, then I have a further 

application, Mr. Belluck, respectfully. Perhaps you 

could identify the particular writing that you are 

referring to at the conclusion of this proceeding and 

perhaps we could be further heard on it. 

MR. BELLUCK: If you would like me to do 

that, I would be happy to do that. 

MR. JULIAN: Yes. I would not like myself if 
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I didn't make that application. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. 

MR. STOLOFF: Judge, I have a question 

please. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Yes? 

MR. STOLOFF: The record indicates that you 

started seeing a psychologist in October 2016? 

JUDGEASTACIO: Yes. 

MR. STOLOFF: Had you seen any kind of 

psychologist, psychiatric, social worker, unrelated to 

alcohol prior to that time? It's not on the record, but 

it's in the record that this particular psychologist 

started in October '16. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Prior to that I had been 

married and I saw a marriage counselor with my 

husband. I had gotten divorced shortly after being 

elected to the bench. And I don't mean to offer this as 

an excuse but on February 13, 2015 my cousin was 

murdered. So the year after when I was arrested was 

actually the anniversary of -

MR. STOLOFF: -I saw that on the record

JUDGE ASTACIO: - his murder and so I 

knew that that was going to be a bad day which is 

why I intended to start with the gym. 

JUDGE LEACH: You weren't - I'm sorry -
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JUDGE ASTACIO: - No. It's all right. Go 

ahead. 

JUDGE LEACH: You weren't aware of the 

possibility of a violation being filed in connection 

with the April 29 blow where you had gone to 

Thailand two days thereafter? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I actually- I wanted to 

clarify that. I previously testified at a hearing where 

the allegations were substantiated that I had pretty 

much stopped driving in totality. I didn't get the 

ignition interlock taken off of my car because I had 

two children and if I ever needed to drive, I intended 

to. But I had stopped driving my vehicle pretty much 

in totality. On April 9th there was a bad blow, so to 

speak, where you blow into the ignition interlock 

device and it detects alcohol consumption. If you 

blow into it once and you leave it alone nothing 

happens. If you blow into it twice and it detects 

alcohol, there's a lockout. So, on April 9th an 

individual blew into the device twice and was locked 

out of the vehicle. The vehicle wouldn't start. 

Because of that I was notified that that occurred 

because you have to pay to unlock the vehicle. After 

that I waited for the media or I waited for something 

to happen and nothing did. So, on April 29th my 
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understanding is that an individual blew into the 

ignition interlock device, there was a bad blow and 

either that individual or another individual then blew 

into it and there was a good blow, there was no 

lockout. You don't have to pay to fix that so there is 

no reason for me to know. After the April 9th date, I 

did wait to see if there was any fallout. There wasn't. 

I didn't know about the April 29th date when I left or I 

would have waited longer. At the time I wasn't 

allowed to go to work. I wasn't allowed to even enter 

the Hall of Justice. I hadn't been since November. I 

had voluntarily completed a substance abuse program. 

I received about five substance abuse evaluations. Ifl 

have an alcohol problem, I have two children, I don't 

want to ignore it. So when I got a recommendation 

for treatment, I voluntarily followed that 

recommendation. When I read the Commission's 

decisions, I saw that other individuals had gone into 

therapy so I did that as well. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Judge Falk? 

JUDGE LEACH: I am sorry, Judge. I just 

want to follow up. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I am sorry. 

JUDGE LEACH: Did you think it prudent to 

leave the jurisdiction for what you anticipated might 
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have been a three-month stay without contacting the 

court, probation or OCA? And you had indicated 

OCA hadn't contacted you in a while. Did you think 

while still being paid that it might have been a good 

idea to let them know that you are going out of the 

country for a long period of time? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: In retrospect I would do a 

lot of things differently. At the time I was in 

incredible amounts of stress. I had completed the 

treatment program. I didn't know what else to do to 

avoid - I was taking my medicine. I was seeing a 

therapist. I didn't want to be in a bad place. I went to 

Thailand to fill my cup so to speak, to try to meditate 

and be peaceful and to do things that would restore 

good feelings because I had been in the media a lot 

and I was recognized virtually everywhere that I went 

in Rochester, as were my children. I bought a one

way ticket so that if I needed to come home early, I 

could. My date, the August date that I gave was I 

said, look, I have to be back in August because I have 

a doctor's appointment. I don't have anything prior to 

that, but I can come home if I need to at any time 

because I hadn't bought a return ticket. 

JUDGE FALK: You just answered my 

question. My question was why August? Why did 
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you come back in August? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I had a medical 

appointment in August that I had scheduled the year 

before and so I planned- I sensed when I had spoken 

to my attorney that, this is how this August date got 

out, he said, "When are you coming back?" And I 

said, "I don't know. I don't have a return trip. I can 

plan one if necessary. But I will definitely be back by 

August, at the latest because I have to go to the 

doctor." 

MR. BELLUCK: Taa, you have a question? 

MS. GRAYS: You stated that you had two 

daughters. How old are your children? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I have a daughter who is 

19 and I have a son that is 13. 

MS. GRAYS: Okay. Thank you. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I am sorry, I can't see 

your name. It's not you. Sorry, it's not the signage, 

it's just that I am blind. Ms. Corngold? 

MS. CORNGOLD: Yes. About the Chiari 

formation that precluded your taking the field sobriety 

test, are there - does it impact anything else about 

your life? You know, I know that it says in here about 

balance. I am just wondering about anything else you 

could mention to us. 
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JUDGE ASTACIO: At this point I would say 

no. When I first had the surgery performed, it did. I 

wasn't able, for example, to lift my right arm above 

like right here. I couldn't pick it up. I would have to 

put it in my hair with my other hand and hold it up. 

When I first got the surgery I couldn't find words. I 

would stutter. I had never stuttered before. I was a 

trial attorney and I would not be able to - in my mind 

I would have the word, but I couldn't find it. I would 

just be stuck and I couldn't find the subsequent word. 

So, I, this wasn't your question but I think that in part 

when the trooper made the comments to me about 

how I could comprehend and make decisions with a 

brain injury, it was a bit of a sore subject for me 

because that had been an issue before and it had 

results. So primarily the only issues I have are 

balance issues at this point. But they are nowhere 

near what they were before. I literally walked on my 

own feet prior to getting the surgery done. 

MR. BELLUCK: Could you tell us what 

caused the damage to your vehicle? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Absolutely. I was driving 

to the Y. I was in the far left lane because I typically 

drive faster than I should and it was bad out and I'm 

not- I believe I had a blowout because I didn't 
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properly care for my tires and when I took them to get 

fixed the man there said that my tires were in critical 

condition. When my tire blew out, I kind of veered to 

the left, it was the tire on my left hand side, I hit the 

rumble strip. At that point I am fairly certain that I hit 

the median as well, but I was just trying to regain 

control of my car and I didn't realize that. I pulled 

over to the right shoulder. While I was on the right 

shoulder, my driver side door was towards the 

expressway so I didn't get out of my car to look at 

anything. I just called Christian right away and asked 

him to come and get me. I didn't assess any damage 

or anything because even though I knew that I had 

probably hit the median, I didn't expect the amount of 

damage that the car actually sustained. And I said that 

to the trooper, that I didn't expect there to be that 

much damage to it. 

MR. BELLUCK: And how many times do you 

claim that someone else blew into your interlock 

device and it was not you? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Mr. Belluck, I can't tell 

you the answer to that. I can tell you that I didn't 

drive my car very often. And anyone who drives my 

car has to blow into the device. So there have been -

I brought to probation previously the printout and in 
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one picture my sister is in the driver's seat and she's 

giving the middle finger to the camera. I didn't drive 

my car. My daughter has her own car now, so this has 

been less of an issue. But I'll be candid with you, 

there have been several times that I have been driving 

the car myself and it detected alcohol and I then I'd 

retest it and it's not detected alcohol. So I wasn't 

really aware of how finicky the machines were 

previously. 

MR. BELLUCK: And it's your position that 

with respect to the trip to Thailand, you didn't read 

the conditional discharge? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: No, there were no 

conditions that prohibited me from traveling. 

MR. BELLUCK: I'm sorry, with the drinking, 

that you didn't read the conditional discharge. You 

didn't know you couldn't drink after getting the 

discharge? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I am saying to you, again, 

I didn't read the terms and conditions. However, even 

if I had I don't think that would have necessarily 

changed my behavior. I say that to you in candor. 

I'm not proud of that but I was in a very low place. 

MR. BELLUCK: And it's your position that 

with respect to misconduct related to the comments 
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you made while on the bench that you were only a 

judge for a short period of time? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I would break the 

comments up. But, no, my position is that, again, in 

retrospect there is one conversation where I am not 

intending to have an on the record conversation and I 

am, and reading it on paper I see that it looks horrible 

and I regret saying those things. In one conversation I 

am responding to what a defense attorney said and it's 

a witty and crass remark and I am mortified at the 

thought that I didn't perceive this as being insensitive 

to victims of sexual abuse and I strenuously regret the 

decisions that I made or the statements that I made. I 

don't mean to imply that I don't in any regard. I do 

agree with Mr. Julian that as time went on, I became a 

little more polished. I think that I would be remiss not 

to acknowledge that I am definitely a little rough 

around the edges for a judge and I apologize for that. 

But that is who I am and I have become polished more 

than I was when this all started and I look forward to 

the opportunity to continue to improve. 

MR. BELLUCK: So let me ask you this. Of 

all the things that we've been talking about, which are 

the ones that you feel like you did something wrong 

and you have any expression of remorse or 
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responsibility for the things that we're talking about? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Literally everything that 

you talked about. That day, irrespective of whether I 

was intoxicated or not, if I would have taken a 

different attitude with the trooper irrespective of how 

he talked to me, I believe the entire outcome would 

have been different. I am not blaming him for my 

response. I am trying to exp lain to you that - and I 

don't know if it's - the only statement that comes to 

my mind is all my life I have had to fight. And that 

wasn't an appropriate tone to take with him. I should 

have been less confrontational. I should have been 

less aggressive in my interaction with him. I 

apologized to him at the end when I was not as 

emotionally charged, when I was not as passionate 

about what was occurring. I said, "I am really sorry 

that I talked to you that way. I understand that you 

are just trying to do your job." I take responsibility 

for everything in every instance that I can here. If I 

was intoxicated I didn't believe I was. So I am sorry. 

I think - but I think that if I would have spoken to him 

differently that it may or may not have - I mean, the 

entire situation may not have escalated. I don't think 

it's appropriate for a judge to yell and to curse. I can't 

tell you that I felt very much like a judge when that 
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was occurring but it still wasn't okay. I can show you 

that I have grown as a person from that experience 

because when I was accosted later by a random person 

who saw me and said, "Aren't you Judge Astacio?" 

and grabbed me, I didn't curse at her. I didn't yell at 

her. I didn't threaten her. I wasn't at work. I was at a 

bowling alley and I said, "Please don't touch me." 

Because even when this woman was grabbing me and 

assaulting me, I had to be cognizant of the fact that I 

am always a judge. That is not how I would respond 

where I come from. That is not what I would do. But 

this incident sticks with me in every interaction that I 

have. Always. Constantly. So I said to her, "Please 

don't touch me." And security came and removed her 

and got her off of me and away from me and she was 

ultimately arrested because she insisted upon calling 

the police. But that is a change in my demeanor. 

With Mr. Thomas, I arraigned him and I set the bail 

that I would set with any person on parole. I would 

do that for anyone. The comments that I made about 

the other judge were grossly inappropriate. I 

shouldn't have said that. I didn't realize that they 

were on the record. But the next time, unfortunately 

Mr. Thomas was arrested and was before me again, I 

refused to arraign him. I didn't even have him come 
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out. So, I am sorry if I got a slow start and I am sorry 

if I am rough around the edges but I am learning. And 

I would like to believe that none of the mistakes that I 

have made are irreconcilable because there are two 

things that I have done in my lifetime that I am proud 

of, my kids and this election. And that's it. And I 

have a community and a group of people that believe 

in me and the idea that I have let them down is 

unfathomable to me. 

MR. BELLUCK: Thank you, Judge. 

MS. YEBOAH: I have a question. 

MR. BELLUCK: Oh, I am sorry. 

MS. CORNGOLD: And I have a question. 

MR. BELLUCK: There's two additional 

questions for you. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Okay. Sorry. 

MR. BELLUCK: Akosua, go ahead. 

MS. YEBOAH: Judge, I believe that if my 

memory serves me well, Commissioner Belluck asked 

your attorney why you chose not to take the blood 

alcohol test and I believe that your attorney indicated 

that you would speak to us about that. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I certainly can. 

MS. YEBOAH: Can you please address that 

now? 
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JUDGE ASTACIO: Again in retrospect I wish 

that I would have taken the test. I was still upset. I 

had taken and passed a sobriety test. I knew that it 

was outside of the two-hour window. I just wasn't 

being cooperative, to be honest with you, I just wasn't 

cooperating with the trooper any longer. I didn't see 

any benefit that there would be because it had been 

outside of the time frame for it to be admissible and 

he already had said repeatedly that I would be 

unarrested and that hadn't been true. And I had an 

attorney present that I called in the capacity of a 

friend but who ended up serving as an attorney and he 

advised me not to take the test. I knew that I was 

emotional and irrational so I chose to defer to his 

counsel as opposed to making my own legal 

decisions. 

MS. YEBOAH: Thank you. 

MR. BELLUCK: Jodie? 

MS. CORNGOLD: And just make sure I put 

these pieces together correctly, when I asked my 

previous question you had indicated you couldn't read 

my name. You said your vision isn't very good or 

you couldn't read from where you're standing. But 

you had been on the left lane of the Thruway and you 

moved all the way over to the right when you pulled 
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over and it was snowing but you can see well enough 

to do that? I am just trying to figure out the - if I 

heard you correctly. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: My vision is not bad 

enough to stop me from driving. 

MS. CORNGOLD: But you -

JUDGE ASTACIO: - But reading your name 

is not perfect from here. That's why I couldn't see it 

at first. You are correct. But yes, I had been in the far 

left lane and when the blowout occurred and I pulled 

over to the shoulder -

MS. CORNGOLD: - How many lanes of 

traffic was that? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Three. There was not 

much traffic. It was early and there had been a 

blizzard. So it's not like there were any other people 

on the road. 

MS. CORNGOLD: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. BELLUCK: I am sorry. There is one 

more question. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Mr. Raskin? 

MR. RASKIN: IfI may, Judge, so I 

understand this correctly, you were administered, I 

believe an intoxilyzer, a breath test at the scene. It's 

not admitted. And you were administered that I 
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believe after you have spoken with your lawyer and 

you blew a, I know it wasn't admitted, but it was a .19 

if I understand it correctly. Is that correct? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: That's what I was told 

after the fact. 

MR. RASKIN: And subsequently after the 

delay in the car, the two-hour time period had expired, 

therefore the refusal of the breathalyzer test, the 

formal breathalyzer test, that was not admissible? 

JUDGE ASTACIO: It was offered. I don't 

mean to imply -

MR. RASKIN: - it was beyond the two-hour 

period at that time -

JUDGE ASTACIO: - Right. 

MR. RASKIN: So in effect, you benefitted 

from the time that you were in the trooper car because 

of the time period expiring that, the two-hour time 

period for the breathalyzer. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: I could argue that. I 

mean, I still could have taken the test. I just didn't. 

MR. RASKIN: Thank you, Judge. 

MR. BELLUCK: Mr. Julian? 

MR. JULIAN: Yes. 

JUDGE ASTACIO: Is that it? 

MR. BELLUCK: Thank you, Judge. 
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MR. JULIAN: I received by email a lot of the 

records marked electronically. I do want to just read 

from Exhibit B. This is the discharge diagnosis after 

Judge Astacio completed a outpatient alcoholism -

alcohol treatment program and the discharge 

diagnosis was, one, alcohol use disorder, mild, in 

early remission, in a controlled environment, abuse, 

and number two was problems at work. Each of those 

diagnoses are assigned a code. Moreover, the report 

that is a part of that exhibit which I promise I will not 

read to you does outline the judge's use and abuse of 

alcohol in the opinion of that therapist. 

Now I am compelled to say one other thing 

because I have a duty to my client. This, the entirety 

of Judge Astacio's circumstance has been in the 

public eye and I know some of you better than others 

but please accept that I have deep respect for each and 

every one of you. You couldn't be in my position and 

not be concerned that you will park whatever is in the 

public domain and decide this case on its merits. I 

recognize that it's potentially insulting to have some 

lawyer stand in front of you and say that. But as her 

advocate I do want to make sure that we have a clear 

and concise sense of what is before us and that she 

will be judged consistent with your jurisprudence. 
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And if you deem that you are going to veer from your 

historical jurisprudence, that you will be kind enough 

to advise us as to the basis, the why and the 

wherefore. Thank you very much for your patience 

and thank you for affording me the opportunity to 

express something that if I did not express I would 

feel I had not met my obligation to my client. 

MR. BELLUCK: Mr. Julian, I just want to 

assure you that as throughout the time that the 

Commission has been, you know, considering matters 

we have been scrupulous to limit our consideration of 

this matter to what is before us and I just want to 

assure you and your client that we have been 

extremely careful about that throughout this whole 

process. 

MR. JULIAN: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And 

when you tell me that, I believe it. 

MR. BELLUCK: Mr. Postel? 

MR. POSTEL: Thank you, Mr. Belluck. Let 

me begin by saying the record in this matter, hundreds 

of pages of testimony, testimony of multiple state 

police officers, respondent's testimony, respondent's 

cross-examination, witnesses offered by respondent, is 

conclusive proof that respondent should be removed 

from judicial office. Stepping back a bit, Mr. Belluck, 
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we've talked about the original assertion or reference 

to her judicial office. It is correct to say that the 

reference occurred about an hour and a half into her 

stop period or the period of which the trooper came. 

You should also know, and the record establishes this, 

that she made reference to her judicial office nearly 

immediately after the trooper came to her window and 

they began talking about her matter. So it's not just 

later, it's also then. Mr. Raskin and Judge Leach, 

with regard to the conditional discharge, I think there 

are two points to be made. First, the conditional 

discharge was not issued until August 201 7, about 18 

months or 19 months into her term. If you look at the 

conditional discharge there can be no doubt, just 

looking at the first page and looking at, you can see, it 

says in bold letters, right at the top, "Abstain from 

alcohol." It's nearly impossible to conclude that she 

did not understand that. With regard to the demeanor 

cases and whether or not, as respondent has talked 

about, she was a polished judge at that time, I would 

offer this. You don't need to be an experienced judge. 

You don't need to be polished to know that what she 

said to these people is wrong. She had at least eight 

years of experience practicing law, being in court as 

an assistant district attorney, as a defense attorney. 
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These comments are facially wrong in anyone else. 

Any member of the public would understand that this 

is wrong. You don't need to be polished. 

MR. BELLUCK: Mr. Postel, Mr. Julian is a 

very skilled advocate and I said this before, I think he 

is one of the most effective lawyers that appears 

before us and he laid out in response to one of the 

questions and then just again when he addressed us 

that removal would be something that would depart 

from our previous jurisprudence. Can you comment 

on what the Commission's view of that is and what is 

in the record that you would think warrant removal in 

this situation? 

MR. POSTEL: Certainly. Let's begin with 

Quinn. Let's go back to that period of time when a 

judge was removed but the Court of Appeals 

censured. The reason for that censure and everything 

that has been borne from that case has to do with two 

simple things, I believe. The first is the concept of 

disease. Judge Quinn suffered badly from the disease 

of alcoholism. He was also suffering from cancer and 

getting radiation. In connection with that he had left 

the bench. The Court of Appeals had no concern 

about him corning back or returning him because he 

had retired. They had the assurance that had they 
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returned him to the bench - excuse me - that he was 

not going to come back and there was no issue about 

had they returned him to bench that it would reoccur. 

And from that all the cases have been borne. So we 

don't have the mitigation that you have found in the 

past. You don't have the disease. You don't have the 

years of service at the time she engaged in this, I 

would argue, morally bankrupt behavior. We don't 

have the recognition, as in Maney and Landicino, 

where the judges came forward. Read every other 

case where the judges pied guilty and were sentenced 

and acknowledged that they did something. Here we 

don't have that. There is no recognition. There is no 

acceptance. Seriously exacerbating. We don't have 

the disease. We don't have the years. We don't have 

the recognition. But what you do have is all the other 

aggravating factors which based upon everything you 

have written over 3 7 years tells you, tells me that this 

is the case where as you have said in other cases, the 

time has come when a particular case will be treated 

with particular severity. This is particular severity. 

And then you cannot ignore what happened after that. 

You cannot ignore the two willful violations of the 

orders of the court. Had she been so upset, had she 

understood her role as a judge, she would have 
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known, this is not a member of, this is not a typical 

criminal defendant saying screw you. This is 

someone with years of experience choosing, choosing 

to drink and try to start the car the first time. She 

made that conscious choice. She made the choice to 

potentially compromise public safety. She told us at 

the hearing, "I was drunk. I had three tequilas and I 

was drinking wine and shots." How is that 

acceptable? What does that say to you all? And then 

you have the second violation, the conditional 

discharge, with the Thailand trip. Let me suggest this 

to you, respondent's explanation for that trip was 

provided to the court in the same way it was provided 

to you today. It was provided to the referee who 

presided over this case in the same way it was 

presented to you. The court, hearing that explanation, 

rejected it and found a willful violation, found a 

violation. The referee hearing that testimony, hearing 

respondent's testimony found a violation. A 

conviction for Driving While Intoxicated, the choice 

to drink and drive that morning at 7:00, a choice a few 

weeks later to get in the car drunk, a choice not to 

come back and respond to the court's order to appear. 

Let me ask - let me add this, I haven't mentioned this, 

a choice knowing there was an arrest warrant 
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outstanding for her, to not respond to the arrest 

warrant immediately upon her return knowing that the 

order was out there but to extend her leave. I think if 

you look at all of these choices, they suggest 

egregiously bad personal choices which are not driven 

by anything other than who she is. There are no 

external factors creating this. There is no one else to 

blame here. This is the result of what she did and the 

choices she made, and what this says to the public is 

this judge is unfit and you should have no confidence 

in her. The record is abundantly clear standing alone, 

that she should not be returned to the bench. Thank 

you. 

MR. BELLUCK: Okay. I want to thank 

counsel for the Commission and Mr. Julian and the 

judge for addressing us. We appreciate it very, very 

much. This will conclude our hearing. Thank you. 

(Whereupon the oral argument was concluded 

at 12:01 PM.) 
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